
Averto AlArm
08E55MFG800A

Compact alarm unit with siren, immobilizer and movement 
detector. Low consumption sleep mode to protect the 
battery from drain. Easy and reliable installation by means of 
connectors and pre wiring. Unscannable random encrypted 
remote control radio signal.

CrANKCASe orNAmeNt
08P61MFG810A

Colour matched ornament is placed on the crankcase cover to 
give a nice personal touch to the bike. NH A84P pearl night star 
black. Can be combined with crankcase ring set.

CrANKCASe orNAmeNt
08F48MFG850A

Colour matched ornament is placed on the crankcase cover to 
give a nice personal touch to the bike. NH A48M quasar silver. 
Can be combined with crankcase ring set.

CrANKCASe orNAmeNt
08F48MFG860A

Colour matched ornament is placed on the crankcase cover to 
give a nice personal touch to the bike. B 202P Fiji blue. Can be 
combined with crankcase ring set.

Hugger - uNpAiNted
08F63MFG800A

Rear wheel hugger unpainted, protects the rear shock absorber 
from dirt. 

Hugger (NH-A84p)
08F63MFG810B

Rear wheel hugger in matching colour, which gives a more 
classy look to the bike and protects the rear shock absorber 
from dirt. NH A84P pearl night star black.

Head-turning style and exhilarating performance come together in the CB600F Hornet like no other bike on the road. As the undisputed pioneer of naked midsized 
performers, the Hornet has consistently set the standard for brazen streetfighter looks and blistering riding fun. 

CB600

CB600    NAKed



meter pANel
08F86MFG800

A tailor made gold tinted meter panel. This piece has a 3D 
shape and surrounds the clock to give the bike a more focused 
look. The gold tint compliments with the tank pad and fork 
outer tubes.
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Hugger NH-A48m QuASAr Silver 2008
08F63MFG850

Rear wheel hugger in matching colour, which gives a more 
classy look to the bike and protects the rear shock absorber 
from dirt. NH A48M quasar silver.

Hugger - B-202p Fiji Blue 2008
08F63MFG860B

Rear wheel hugger in matching colour, which gives a more 
classy look to the bike and protects the rear shock absorber 
from dirt. B 202P fiji blue.

reAr SeAt Cowl 2008
08F74MFG810

A easy to mount rear seat cowl assembly that installs on top  
of the pillion seat to give the bike a more focused look while 
still providing easy access to the carrying space underneath. 
NH A84P pearl night star black. 

reAr SeAt Cowl 2008
08F74MFG850

A easy to mount rear seat cowl assembly that installs on top  
of the pillion seat to give the bike a more focused look while 
still providing easy access to the carrying space underneath. 
NH A48M quasar silver.

reAr SeAt Cowl - B-202p Fiji Blue 2008
08F74MFG860

A easy to mount rear seat cowl assembly that installs on top 
of the pillion seat to give the bike a more focused look while 
still providing easy access to the carrying space underneath. 
B 202P fiji blue.

3d logo Set
08F84MFG800

Set of L & R chromed 3D wing and hornet logo set.

3d logo Set wiNg 
08F84MFG800A

Set of L & R chromed 3D wing logo set

3d logo Set HorNet
08F84MFG800B

Set of L & R chromed 3D hornet logo set

wHeel StiCKer Set - wHite
08F84MFJ810A

WHITE wheel striping sticker set for 2 rims. Features the 
“Honda Racing” logo which can be applied if preferred.  
The rounded shape (3 piece per rim side) of the sticker set 
ensures easy operation and perfect fit on a 17 inch wheel.

wHeel StiCKer Set - red
08F84MFJ820A

Red wheel striping sticker set for 2 rims. Features the “Honda 
Racing” logo which can be applied if preferred. The rounded 
shape (3 piece per rim side) of the sticker set ensures easy 
operation and perfect fit on a 17 inch wheel.

wHeel StiCKer Set - Yellow
08F84MFJ840A

Yellow wheel striping sticker set for 2 rims. Features the 
“Honda Racing” logo which can be applied if preferred.  
The rounded shape (3 piece per rim side) of the sticker set 
ensures easy operation and perfect fit on a 17 inch wheel.



CArgo Net 
08L63KAZ011

Holds luggage to RR carrier/pillion seat. Black.

reAr pAddoCK StANd
08M50MW0800

A tilting tubular steel rear maintenance stand that lifts the 
motorcycle by the end of its swingarm. Facilitates bike cleaning 
and all rear wheel maintenance. 

outdoor CYCle Cover
08P34BC2801

Body cover material protects paintwork against U.V. rays.  
Water resistant, manufactured from breathable fabric which 
allow the vehicle to dry covered.

tANK pAd
08P61MFG800C

A wing badged gold tinted tank pad to enhance the protection 
of your motorcycle. The gold tint compliments with the meter 
panel and fork outer tubes.

tANK pAd 
08P61KAZ800B

Helps protect the tank from scratches. Lens coating, carbon 
fiber looks, featuring HRC logo.

tANK pAd 2
08P61KAZ800F

Helps protect the tank from scratches.

CrANKCASe riNg Set
08P61MFG800B

Set of natural L & R Nylon crankcase ring enhances the 
crankcase ornament when combined.

proteCtive Film
08P73KBV800

A4 size, protects paintwork against scratches.  
Self adhesive, may be cut to suit
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tANK pAd/Fuel lid Cover
08P61MEE800

An HRC badged carbon print tank pad and fuel lid cap cover to 
enhance the protection of your motorcycle. 

u-loCK 105/245
08M53MBB800

A tamper-resistant barrel key U-lock designed to be easily 
carried in the receptacle under the seat.

tANK pAd 
08P61KAZ800A

Helps protect the tank from scratches. Lens coating, carbon 
fiber looks, featuring Honda wing logo.

FlY SCreeN
08R80MFG800

A compact and stylish tinted PC fly screen that provides 
substantial relief from the blast of wind on the chest at high 
speeds. Dark tinted. For all markets. WVTA approved.
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grip HeAter Kit
08T50MFG800A

Patented heat adjustable grip heater. Integrated circuit 
automatically protects the battery from drain.

HoNdA BoNd A
087120001

Special heat resistant glue for heated grips.



Averto AlArm Kit
08E55MFN800A

Compact alarm unit with siren and movement detector.  
Low consumption sleep mode to protect the battery from  
drain. Easy and reliable installation by means of connectors 
and pre wiring. (included). Unscannable random encrypted 
remote control radio signal.

Side Cover Set
08F44MFN800

A stylish titanium look side cover set that covers the factory 
standard ones.

rr mudguArd uNdertrAY Kit
08F44MFN800A

A stylish titanium look undertray that covers the factory std 
rear mud guard irregularities. Featuring the “CB1000R” logo.

ClutCH Cover orNAmeNt Kit
08F48MFN810A

Colour matched ornament is placed on the clutch cover to give 
a nice personal touch to the bike. NHA84P pearl night star 
black. Can be combined with crankcase ring set.

ClutCH Cover orNAmeNt Kit
08F48MFN840A

Colour matched ornament is placed on the clutch cover to 
give a nice personal touch to the bike. GY139M dragon green 
metallic. Can be combined with crankcase ring set.

CrANKCASe Cover orNAmeNt Kit
08P61MFG810A

Colour matched ornament is placed on the R & L crankshaft 
covers to give a nice personal touch to the bike. NH-A84P pearl 
night star black. Can be combined with crankcase ring set.

CB1000R    NAKed

The CB1000R charges to the head of the Performance Naked class with an unbeatable combination of sophisticated urban styling, eye-watering performance, agile 
handling and endless thrills. Whether you’re planning on prowling the mean streets of the asphalt jungle or tearing up the hills and corners beyond the city limits, the 
CB1000R dares you to experience the best Naked riding experience of your life. Climb aboard or be left behind.

CB1000r
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CrANKCASe Cover orNAmeNt Kit
08F48MFG890A

Colour matched ornament is placed on the R & L crankshaft 
covers to give a nice personal touch to the bike. GY139M dragon 
green metallic.Can be combined with crankcase ring set.

CrANK CASe riNg Set
08F48MFN800

Set of natural L & R nylon crankcase ring enhances the 
crankcase ornaments when combined.

CArBoN FiBer Hugger
08F63MFN800

Supreme quality carbon fiber hugger to give your bike that 
extra racy look. Soft edges and applied clear coat guarantees 
the perfect finish.

CArBoN FiBer FroNt mudguArd
08P64MFN800

Supreme quality carbon fiber front mudguard to give your 
bike that extra racy look. Soft edges and applied clear coat 
guarantees the perfect finish.

CArBoN FiBer SwiNgArm proteCtor
08P59MFN800

Moulded carbon fiber guard applies on swingarm to protect it 
from boot scuffs.

reAr SeAt Cowl
08F74MFN810

A easy to mount rear seat cowl assembly that replaces the 
pillion seat to give the bike a more focused look while still 
providing easy access to the carrying space underneath.  
NHA84P pearl nightstar black.

reAr SeAt Cowl
08F74MFN840

A easy to mount rear seat cowl assembly that replaces the 
pillion seat to give the bike a more focused look while still 
providing easy access to the carrying space underneath.  
GY139M dragon green metallic.

wHeel StiCKer Set - wHite
08F84MFJ810A

White wheel striping sticker set for 2 rims. Features the “Honda 
Racing” logo which can be applied if preferred. The rounded 
shape (3 piece per rim side) of the sticker set ensures easy 
operation and perfect fit on a 17 inch wheel.

wHeel StiCKer Set - red
08F84MFJ820A

Red wheel striping sticker set for 2 rims. Features the “Honda 
Racing” logo which can be applied if preferred. The rounded 
shape (3 piece per rim side) of the sticker set ensures easy 
operation and perfect fit on a 17 inch wheel.

wHeel StiCKer Set - Silver
08F84MFJ860A

SILVER wheel striping sticker set for 2 rims. Features the 
“HONDA RACING” logo which can be applied if preferred. The 
rounded shape (3-piece per rim side) of the sticker set ensures 
easy operation and perfect fit on a 17 inch wheel.

wHeel StiCKer Set - greeN
08F84MFJ870A

Green wheel striping sticker set for 2 rims. Features the 
“Honda Racing” logo which can be applied if preferred. The 
rounded shape (3 piece per rim side) of the sticker set ensures 
easy operation and perfect fit on a 17 inch wheel.

meter viSor Kit
08F60MFN800

A compact and stylish titanium look meter visor that replaces 
the factory standard one.



pillioN SeAt Kit - BlK/greY
08F82MFN810A

A stylish, with alcantara coverd pillion seat. Black/grey.
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oil Filter Cover Kit
08F61MFN800

A stylish titanium look oil filter cover that replaces the factory 
standard one.

rAdiAtor SHroud Kit
08F62MFN800

A stylish titanium look radiator shroud set that replaces the 
factory standard ones.

rider SeAt Kit - BlK/greY
08F82MFN810

A stylish, with alcantara coverd rider’s seat. Black/grey.

rider SeAt Kit - BlK/Beige
08F82MFN820

A stylish, with alcantara coverd rider’s seat. Black/beige.

pillioN SeAt Kit - BlK/Beige
08F82MFN820A

A stylish, with alcantara coverd pillion seat. Black/beige.

3d logo Set
08F85MFN810

A 3D light silver CB1000R logo set that applies on the  
L & R rear cowl. Recommended for silver unit.

mAgNetiC tANKBAg
08L56KAZ800

Can contain an A4 size file (not A4 binder). Incl. rain cover. 
Approx. 13L capacity.

CArgo Net 
08L63KAZ011

Holds luggage to RR carrier/pillion seat. Black.

reAr BrAKe Air guide Kit
08F62MFN800A

A compact and stylish titanium look rear brake air guide that 
replaces the factory standard one.

3d logo Set
08F85MFN820

A 3D dark silver CB1000R logo set that applies on the L & R 
rear cowl. Recommended for black, white & green units.

mAiNteNANCe StANd
08M50MFN800Z



u-loCK
08M53MFL800

A tamper resistant barrel key U-lock designed to be easily 
carried in the receptacle under the seat. 

u-loCK FittiNg Kit
08M53MFN800

Fitting kit to ensure a secure and rattle free U-Lock storage.

outdoor CYCle Cover
08P34BC2801

Body cover material protects paintwork against U.V. rays
Water resistant, manufactured from breathable fabric which 
allow the vehicle to dry covered.

Fuel Filler pAd Kit
08P61MEE800A

HRC badged carbon print fuel lid cap cover.

HeAted grip Kit
08T50MFN800A

Patented 5 step heat adjustable grip heater. Integrated circuit 
automatically protects the battery from drain.
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iNdoor CYCle Cover
08P34MFN800

A luxury red/black coloured indoor cycle cover with a classy 
design showing the silhouette of the motorcycle, guarantees 
a nice visual impression while protecting the bike indoor. Dust 
repellent and breathable fabric does not allow condensation to 
form. Internally teaseled, protects the bodywork from scratches.

proteCtive Film
08P73KBV800

A4 size, protects paintwork against scratches.  
Self adhesive, may be cut to suit
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CHrome HeAd ligHt CASe
08F21MGC000

Kit,Fr ForK top (gold)
08F81MGC010B

Kit,Fr ForK top (red)
08F81MGC020B

meter pANel (gold)
08F85MGC010

meter pANel (Silver)
08F85MGC020

CHrome SideCover emBlem - 3d CB1100
08L51MGC000

As an ode to the much loved Honda CB750 Four, all round function, combined with easy performance and heritage styling mark the distinguishing characteristics of the 
new CB1100F. Knowing that it’s a Honda, means the bike comes complete with all the standard-setting quality and reliability for which the manufacturer is world 
renowned. The CB1100F offers a two-wheeled experience that is simply sublime thanks to its smooth power delivered from an 1140cc inline four-cylinder engine with 
dual overhead cams and an 8500 rpm rev range. Fuel-injection helps achieve decent fuel economy while a small oil-cooler, combined with 2mm engine cooling fins 
ensures no overheating. The front suspension comprises 41mm standard forks while the rear is suspended with a pair of preload-adjustable Showa dampers. 

Visually, the CB1100 is classic perfection. Its impressive looks incorporate the large, clean engine that lends the rider into a purposeful, forward-biased stance, perfectly 
accentuated with the crisp, striking lines of the fuel tank. With a seat height of just 775 mm, riders of all heights will feel comfortable swinging a leg over the CB. The 
clean, simple wheels integrated with the front brake disc carriers, the analog clocks with the large digital readout in the middle, the aircraft-style fuel filler cap, the 
minimalist seat and the Honda badges all give the CB1100F a unique vintage look whilst incorporating all the mod cons of a new bike.

CB1100F
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CHrome Side Cover
08P55MGC000A

top BoX r-342C CANdY promiNeNCe red
08L55MGE810

Requires 08L42MGC000, 08Z51MGC001 & 08Z51MGC001A

top BoX  NH-162p peArl milKY wHite  
08L55MGE840

Requires 08L42MGC000, 08Z51MGC001 & 08Z51MGC001A

Kit,rr CArrier
08L42MGC000

Kit,top BoX Att
08Z51MGC001

Kit,top BoX BASe
08Z51MGC001A

grip HeAter AttACHmeNt Kit
08T49MGC000

HeAted gripS
08T50MGE000

Requires 08T49MGC000
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Averto SeCuritY Kit
08E55MEJ800A

Compact alarm unit with siren, immobilizer and movement 
detector. Low consumption sleep mode to protect the  
battery from drain. Easy and reliable installation by means  
of connectors and pre-wiring. (included). Unscannable  
random-encrypted remote control radio signal.

wiNdSCreeN Kit (SmAll)
08R80MEJ801A

CeNtreStANd 2008 model oNlY
06501MFPD00

2008 Model Only.

CeNtreStANd
06501MEJ640

Fits 2003-2007 Model.

eNg.guArd
08P53MEJ800A

A set of compact, mushroom type engine guards like those 
seen on many of Honda’s racing machines that attach to the 
frame down tubes and feature durable canister shaped nylon 
bodies on aluminium shafts with shock-absorbing rubber liners 
to protect the engine.

reAr CArrier
08L42MEJ800

A sturdy lightweigt aluminium rear carrier with built in fold 
down pillion hip pad. The carrier’s pad pivots front and back on 
a cam design that anchors it in a comfortable forward position 
for pillion riders, yet folds down and clicks into position.

With its sleek and sporty-looking, frame-mounted half-fairing pointing proudly ahead, the CB1300 takes the mighty, top-of-the-line Naked CB1300 a giant step into  
the world of sports touring riding enjoyment. Up close, every part shines with a superlative quality of finish; deeply lustrous paint and beautifully executed aluminium  
and chrome parts that keep both performance and the big CB’s level of visceral excitement running high. The CB1300S is driven by an imposing 1,300cc DOHC 
inline-4 powerplant that pumps out an explosive thrust of tyre-shredding acceleration accompanied by a thunderous roar of performance that you have to experience  
to really appreciate. Specially tuned for stronger midrange performance, it’s pure, naked muscle is a rip snorting blast to ride.

CB1300F



mAgNetiC tANKBAg
08L56KAZ800

Can contain an A4 size file (not A4 binder). Incl. rain cover. 
Approx. 13L capacity.

CArgo Net 
08L63KAZ011

Holds luggage to RR carrier/pillion seat. Black.

u-loCK 120/340
08M53KAZ800

A tamper-resistant barrel key U-lock designed to be easily 
carried in the receptacle under the seat.

BodY Cover
08P34BC3801

Body cover material protects paintwork against U.V. rays.  
Water resistant, manufactured from breathable fabric which 
allow the vehicle to dry covered.

proteCtive Film
08P73KBV800

A4 size, protects paintwork against scratches.  
Self adhesive, may be cut to suit.

tANK pAd/Fuel lid Cover
08P61MEJ800

A 3 piece carbon fiber adhesive-backed tank protector pad 
set designed to be attached on the fuel tank where extra 
protection from scuffing and scratches is desired.

moriwAKi Zero SS titANium
01810L319000

Full Exhaust system: ANO = Rainbow Titanium Colour.

moriwAKi Zero SS titANium
01810L219000

Full Exhaust system: WT = White Titanium Colour.

moriwAKi SKid pAd BlK
050302119000

moriwAKi SKid pAd wHt
050302019000

NAKed    CB1300F


